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well as greater tonal fidelity achieved. In 1940 the Federal
Communications Commission, a regulatory body set up by
Congress in 1934, authorized commercial operation of FM
stations.
The public's thirst for news analysis and clarification lent
a new popularity to commentators—Raymond Gram Swing,
H. V. Kaltenborn, Lowell Thomas, Gabriel Heatter and
others—to whose opinions about the Munich crisis, the Sino-
Japanese conflict, the invasion of Poland and the fall of
France millions intently listened. Moreover, between 1932
and 1939 the volume of news carried by radio almost
doubled. In the summer of 1939 a Fortune poll asking,
"'Which of the two—radio or newspaper—gives you news
freer from prejudice?" reported fifty per cent for radio,
seventeen for the press and almost a third undecided or dis-
posed to give them parity.
Yet, in face of the world crisis, radio's policy often mir-
rored the timidity of owners and advertisers. Alexander
Woollcott the "Town Crier * was taken off the air in 1935
by an uneasy sponsor after rude remarks about Hitler and
Mussolini; Du Font's excellent dramatizations of history,
"The Cavalcade of America," officially eschewed all such
issues as war and peace, the class struggle and religion; and a
canvass by the FCC of all broadcasts during the first six
months of 1941 revealed the curiously lackadaisical role
played by local stations in educating the public against the
day of military decision.
The New Deal's best radio propagandist was President
Roosevelt himself, whose warm democratic salutation "My
friends** had been adopted as early as his vain campaign for
the vice-presidency in 1920, His direct, intimate appeal to
the people built a personal leadership unprecedented in its
influence; not infrequently fifty thousand letters a day fol-
lowed a "fireside chat/* Recordings of these speeches through
the years show changes in Roosevelt's technique, from the
old-fashioned sonorous style with oratorical pauses learned

